AGENDA

RACIAL JUSTICE RETREAT
NEXT-STEPS WORKING GROUP MEETING

MARCH 18, 2016
2 TO 3:00 P.M.
DOBBS UNIVERSITY CENTER, ROOM 332

1. INTRODUCTIONS

2. REVIEW OF WORKING GROUP PLANS AND ACCOUNTABILITY MEASURES
   a. *Explore Stakeholder Roles as They Relate to the Demands*: University Senate, President’s Office, Provost, Campus Life, Individual Units, Individual Leaders, Student Government Association, Standing Committees
   b. *Discuss Working Group Composition and Function*: How should the working groups function over the next few months? How do we populate the working groups in the long-term?

3. ONGOING COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION
   a. *Explore Facilitator Roles. Suggestion*: Facilitators provide updates on progress, identify and communicate possible threats and barriers, accountability measures, and needed assistance from this group.
   b. *Discuss Use of Community E-mails*
   c. *Discuss Types/Frequency of Website Updates*
   d. *Discuss Responding to Media Inquiries*
   e. *Discuss Collaboration with Emory Report, Dooley Report, Emory Wheel*

4. RESTARTING TRANSFORMING COMMUNITIES AND CONNECTIONS WITH OTHER PROJECTS SUCH AS EAGLE SPEAKS, CREATING EMORY, ETC.